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CHAPTER XXV
CAR HOUSE
As the modern ear house not only provides storage for the
stock, but also furnishes room for inspection and repairs
often includes the shops and offices of the railway company,
much thought must be given to its location and design.
Location.—Too often a lot for a ear house Is secured before
the size or requirements of the latter are determined, thus re-
J| ' f||       •	quiring that the car house and track layout he fitted to the lot.
l|, i'l	This procedure results in a limited and unsatisfactory design.
| , ''* |	A site of sufficient size for all the above functions of the car liouse?
with proper consideration for future growth, should be selected
,]! ( j,|	in the most convenient section of the city from an operating
. 4;J	standpoint.   Care must be taken to make sure that all necessary
, |, 'I	track privileges may be obtained from the city authorities before
the site is finally purchased.
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'f,,	together with the shops, offices and often the power house or
'f \	substation is selected at about the middle of the line, although
4, \	the interurban road Is operated by the company controlling
|i 'I	the traction systems of the terminal cities the cars may be handled
|'	by the city car houses.    This plan often offers the advantages of
|,	risk, smaller dead mileage of ears, improved freight
and	accommodations and better or more congenial homes
for employees. For the advantages to be gained by locating near
the power house, as well as for an outline of many considerations
to be taken into account in deciding upon the proper location,
should be made to Chap. XVI.
The fire risk of a ear house is great and abundant water supply
fire protection should be available not onlyy but care
t -..	be taken to avoid all fire risk from adjoining buildings.
, \ \	The	should be examined with a view toward determining
:--} •:-.	the foundations and piling necessary, although with the lighter
\ •!	equally distributed weight of the car house this is not
\ I	» vital factor as with the power station.   Good drainage
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